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About EDiversity 
Founded in early 2014, EDiversity is a parent-initiated charity under section 88.  

We promote true diversity in education simply because children are diverse and therefore 
need different ways to learn.   

Children have no say in their education now. We believe that parents can be a powerful 
voice for their children. If more parents understand the real needs of their children and be 
empathetic about that, children will have more hope to grow up as healthier, more creative, 
well-learned and ethical citizens to sustain a diversely capable society.   

Children's creativity and individualism are their great assets and should be nurtured. 
All children are different and are capable of learning by themselves, which can be enhanced 
by suitable guidance. 
Education should be flexible and tailored to personal needs to achieve a child's best 
potential. 
Education is not only about children. Its quality has long term effects on the individual and 
society. 

Our Beliefs

Our work 
To showcase education choices within and outside of the conventional education system. 
To empower parents with the appropriate attitude, knowledge and tools in raising and 
educating their child. 
To support the development of new initiatives in non-mainstream education. 
To collaborate with the government, academics and NGOs on researching into and 
promoting various educational choices. 
To encourage creative teaching and learning in mainstream education



2016 Overview
This year saw EDiversity evolving from an awareness builder, to 
providing real choices in education. 

After organising “We need a break!”, our second education conference 
in mid-2015, reflecting on the high pressure education culture,  the 
team took about a half year break too.  In early 2016, the chance arrival 
of academics from the US and Finland enabled us to hold a seminar on 
reviewing the uses and misuses of assessments and examinations, in 
which the speakers all agreed on NUT: no unnecessary testing. 

About the same time, we embarked on the translation of “Parenting of 
the Peaceful World”, a momumentous parenting book by Australian 
psychotherapist Robin Grille. The book has many insights that are little 
heard of in Chinese communities, and we strongly felt an urge to make 
it into Chinese with our own effort, having failed to find any publisher 
who can do it quicker than ourselves, or who would completely respect 
the totality of the meaning of the book. We have started a crowd- 
sourcing for translators, editor and funding for this project, and aim to 
have it published within two years. 

In June, Jockey Club approved our learning by doing proposal at a 
local primary school,  and in the same month, we started having a 
series of teachers training, and in September, we officially kickstarted 
the Jockey Club “Learning by Doing” Academy (賽⾺會「感.創.做」⼤ 
本營, LBD), at The Mission Covenant Church Holm Glad No. 2 Primary 
School in Shun On Estate, Kwun Tong. In collaboration with the school, 
together with a number of partnering organisations. For the first time, 
EDiversity ventured into 'creating' an education choice in the maintream 
education. It also signifies first proper funding to do our work.  

In July, Karen Chow took over Cam Cheung to become Chairperson of 
EDiversity , whilst Cam became the CEO. At the same time we 
welcome Dennis Wu, our IT dad who joined EDiversity from day one, to 
become a director.  

After two conferences in 2014 and 2015, we decided to work with other 
organisations, so we can leverage on others’ strength, and also to 
make bigger impact. Our collaboration with Ednovators, HKICC School 
of Creativity, and Good Lab, saw another Jockey Club funded 
education platform: Ednovation Fest, which is a year-long event starting 
the end of August. 

In the middle of all this, amidst a spate of student suicides, 
we volunteered to launch “Happy School Map”, in a hope to grow it into 
a platform for parents to  share positive and happy learning modes that 
their children experience in school. 
   
All of our work is based on this core value: respecting children’s diverse 
needs. We continue to showcase education possibilities, and promote 
this and rethinking education in society.  



JOCKEY CLUB 
‘LEARNING BY 
DOING’ 
ACADEMY



This project came about when the Jockey Club Charities Trust surprisingly  approached us at the end 
of 2015. It was a serendipitous opportunity as we also were getting to know the principal of Holm Glad No.2 
Primary (HG2) , a school that has been given 9-year operational rights by the EDB.  It started in 2015/16 
with 60 students and 7 teachers, a perfect size to start something experimental, something that really 
based on our belief that we have to trust our children and give them space to pursue their interests, so their 
individual  strengths can shine. When they feel empowered and happy, we will create a healthy population, 
and bring about a sustainable long term benefit to themselves and society.   

'Doing' is the main mode of delivery of the LBD programme, but its essence is creating space for the 
development of self-directed learning and whole person. We hope teachers to see students in a different 
light when they are given this space to really focus on the people, the process, and NOT the result. 
What entails is a more child-led space where students can safely explore, make mistakes, and feel proud 
about their own creations, even when they may not YET reached the adults' expectation. It means they 
have more instances to feel happy and confident that THEY CAN. These little bit of I CAN added together 
will support them a long way into adulthood.  

LBD facebook page : LBD.Academy.HK 
LBD website :  LBD.EDiversity.org

"I've learnt how to work and communicate 

better with each other." - P.6 student 

Project Vision: 
To empower schools with “learning 
by doing” mind and skill sets to offer 
fruitful learning and growing 
experience to their students, 
teachers, parents, school 
administrators and volunteers. 

Project Mission: 
To provide a much-needed diversity 
in local education to meet the diverse 
needs of students. 

To  create an environment for 
authentic teaching and learning for all 
school stakeholders. 

Jockey Club ‘Learning by 
Doing’ Academy



Aim to empower self-directed learning and whole person development in children.

Within school hours  

No exam or grading at LBD sessions 

Introduction of partnering instructors 

Allow for gradual adaptation by teachers over 3 years

Design: 
 CreativeKids |  

IMCreative

Make: 
 MakerBay

Read 
 Greenfield Educational 

Foundation (Eng) &  
Little Green Feet (Chi) 

Play: 
Playright

Project features

Project advisors

Our partners



    Induction Course 2016 
    28/6 The reason to play     - (at HG2) 
    30/6 The reason to design - (at CreativeKids - Taikoo centre) 
    5/7   The reason to make   - (at MakerBay, Yau Tong) 
    7/7   The reason to read     - (at HG2)  
    24/8  Assessment & curriculum design - (at HG2)  

A Teachers Training Lab 24 teachers from 2 
schools, 11 partner 
instructors, 6 LBD 

team and 3 
volunteers 
benefited. 

This is a paradigm shift project, requiring the transformation of teachers to becoming open- 
minded, empathetic, inquisitive, and creative facilitators, i.e good role models for their students. 
Hence they were first given a series of LBD workshops by our core partners, to build this very 
basis before they venture into this new learning and teaching mode.   

Each workshop is designed to have a great deal of experiential, discussion and reflection 
opportunities. Having two of our workshops done in MakerBay and CreativeKids own centres 
was a great experience for them. 



For teachers, LBD is a space for them to observe 

children, and how our partner instructors design and 

conduct classes, and interact with children. One teacher 

working with CreativeKids reflected that "the instructors 

constantly adjust their content and teaching upon 

seeing children's reaction." This is something we expect 

our teachers to do as a second instinct, but in reality, it 

is something that takes practice and much trial-and- 

error to do.  

Teachers often are amazed at how much the students are capable of  

Without them actively teaching everything, the students figure our their own ways, automatically 
working together, making mistakes but persevering;  negotiating; sorting out differences; actively 
helping each other out, asking questions, discussing with confidence. This is an important first step for 
them to see the possibilities in education. For without this 'less involved input', we can never 
expect more 'self-initiated output'. 

This project not only gives space to empower kids, but also give space to teachers to 
develop themselves. They are the force behind whether this programme is going to be 
sustainable or not. Sets out as a teachers' training lab, the teachers can practise LBD daily 
as much as they aspire to, at least within the 1.5 hr LBD time in the afternoon.  

The programme is designed so that teachers can take 3-year to tune into the new teaching 
mode, with 1 partner instructor, 1 assistant and 1 teacher in each class. 
1st year: teacher observe & assist. 
2nd year: teacher co-plan and co-teach with partner instructors. 
3rd year: teacher will take the lead while partner instructors assisting them along the way. 
   



2nd Sept, 2016 

Having prepared the teachers, we need to 
prepare the parents too about the new LBD 
programme.  
  
We laid out the school hall to be like a carnival 
with stalls, where 30 pairs of parents were invited 
to have a taste of LBD, with activities like art, 
leather making, food making, and magnetic straw 
construction.  Also present were our programme 
partners,  project advisor Professor Stephen 
Chiu, school board managers, LBD ambassador 
Mr. Daniel Lee Chi Wo and JC representative 
Ms. Elsie Tsang, and LBD theme song writer Mr. 
Daniel Chan. 

LBD Kickoff Party 

LBD Classes
For students, LBD is a space for them to be themselves, 
to learn at their pace, through a lot of hands-on activities 
without the strictness of the the morning classes . 

We find that younger students tune into the mode much 
more easily and are instinctively creative and responsive, 
while older students are much more reserved at the 
beginning.   

82.9% of the P.4 to 6 children and 73% of the P.1-2 
children enjoyed LBD lessons. 

 
80.5% of the P.4 to 6 children also thought they were 

engaged during the LBD lessons. 
 

70% of the P.1 to P.2 children thought the things they 
learnt during LBD lessons were more interesting than 

things they learn in their normal lessons.



LBD open day

Playright Day

10th Dec, 2016 

We have opened the school and invited parents and the public to join the day, where we have 
prepared different booths, by partners, or by school kids and teachers. The hall has turned into a building 
blocks, reading and art fair, participants got to experience LBD workshops, like making wooden cars and 
making art and crafts. Among the list of guests of honours who have come, were the Dean of the Faculty of 
Education, HKU Professor Stephen, legislative councilor Ip Kin Yuen, HG2’s school supervisor Mr. Lai Shu 
Ho, Kwun Tong regional education officer, and Ms. Ada Wong, founder of Make a Difference 

Highlights of the day: 

2nd Dec, 2016 

The concept of free play is highly related to the healthy development of children, and as a way to 
empower their self-directed learning. This is also a concept that is highly misunderstood. Therefore we 
invited our core partner Playright to do a session of 3 hours Playright Day for all the 180 students at the 
school. Parents and teachers are also given a talk on the value of free play. A few parents we talked with 
afterwards reflected that they had over control their children on play. 

Highlights of the day:



Publicity

在基層⼩學 實驗「動中學」：https://goo.gl/AEJhTF 

給學校時間表 搞搞新意思：https://goo.gl/qyL2t1

紀律與服從：https://goo.gl/fUe8a4 

每個孩⼦都要P.D.F.：https://goo.gl/C26DN8

「⼩廚神」課 學⽣學得多：https://goo.gl/mVj4Tn 

【RTHK】我們不是怪獸 辦學有限期：https://goo.gl/1JhcCm

【HK01】寓學於樂 破求分枷鎖 ⼩學推「體驗式學習」對抗學術操練⼤氣候： 
https://goo.gl/RSss71 

【Apple動新聞】⼩學雞�電鑽 鋸⼑？！廢校變�類教育⼤本營： 
https://goo.gl/XnyPxz 

【Commercial Radio】同途有⼼⼈訪問 

Writing MingPao columns "堅樂開學" (in Chinese)

Interviews (in Chinese) 

https://goo.gl/fUe8a4


TRANSLATING 
'PARENTING FOR A 
PEACEFUL WORLD' 



Parenting for a Peaceful World

Around 2010, Pia, a Norwegian mother practising unschooling in Hong Kong, introduced 'Parenting 
for a Peaceful World' to Cam (Co-founder and CEO of EDiversity), and strongly recommended her 
to read this. At first, Cam was satisfied with the relationship between she and  her daughters and 
found no reason to read books related to parenting. She was however utterly amazed after reading 
the book and introduced it to Karen (Co-founder and Chairman of EDiversity) and Michelle (Co- 
founder of EDiversity) immediately. 

Despite having read many parenting books, the pair found it incredibly inspiring. In 2014, 
Karen wrote to Robin Grille, the writer of the book, expressing their amazement and wish to spread 
his research and messages to the Chinese community. She offered to find Chinese publishers to 
translate the book into Chinese version. Robin gave a sincere and swift reply, agreeing what Karen 
had proposed. However, after a year of searching, Karen could not find a publisher to take on the 
job. By then Robin has knowledge about EDiversity, and suggested Karen to translate the book by 
herself. 

'Impossible' was Karen's first response, for she had neither translation/ publishing experience, nor  
money to fund the publishing.  Robin suggested her to crowdsource for this project, which 
attracted Cam, Carmen, Kriss, Monica and Mazy to join the translating and publishing team, as well 
as crowdfunded over HK$100,000 for publishing the book. Among the many donors, is celebrity Ms. 
Charlie Young, who generously donated to help the project. This was not the end of the story 
though: Michelle had started working on 100 important messages from the book, and will make 
them into small cards for donors as a thank you gifts. The small cards will be put into pouches 
handmade by translator Monica with the donors' names sewn on it. Michelle also found Carrie 
Chau, a famous local artist who created Black Sheep and Indigo Child, to draw the book cover. 

Despite being mostly amateur translators, we all aim for accurate interpretation, hoping every 
Chinese reader could feel the power of this book, and be as inspired as we did: from learning more 
about oneself, to building a better relationship with one's own family, and collectively building a 
better society. 

We aim to have this book published before the end of 2017.   



EDNOVATION 
FEST



Ednovation Fest

After organising ‘We need a break!’ and ‘We need choices’ 
in 2015 and 2016, this year we co-organised the year-long 
Ednovation Fest with The Good Lab, Ednovators and 
HKICC Lee Shau Kee School of Creativity, funded by The 
Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust. We aim at 
showcasing and celebrating both global and local 
education innovation efforts, discovering exciting education 
models of the 21st century, sharing touching life and 
education stories, debating multiple learning pathways, 
and gathering like-minded people to craft an ideal 
education blueprint for our future generations.  

Ednovation Fest Website



EDNOVATION FEST
EXPERIENTIAL DAY
26 - 27th, Nov, 2016 

Re-imagining primary, secondary and higher

education, together with educators from afar –

Finland, UK, US, Taiwan, Malaysia and beyond.

Exploring outside of the box and experiencing

innovative learning methods through fun activities

and seminars. 

MASTER TALK: EMBRACING 
CREATIVITY AND DIVERSITY IN A 
LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE
16th Oct, 2016 

1. Creativity and Diversity in college 

2. Dialogue with the audiences 

PARENT TALK I
29th Oct, 2016 

1. “Learn to be, not taught to fit”  

2. "Live differently, learn differently" 

3. 「樂於學習，學會學習」的教改⽬標遙不可及嗎？

PARENT TALK II
12th Nov, 2016 

1. Innovating Education: how to make our

education system fit for the future 

2. Education has to be different: Why and How? 

INAUGURAL TALK
22nd Aug, 2016 

1. Innovating Education: how to make our

education system fit for the future 

2. Education has to be different: Why and How? 

Recap of Ednovation Fest 2016

CHRIS SIGALOFF 
Director, Kennisland

PROF CHENG KAI-

MING 
Honorary Director, Education Policy Unit 

The University of Hong Kong



OTHER WORK IN 
PROMOTING 
DIVERSITY IN 
EDUCATION 



Happy School Map

With IT daddy Andrew's help in his spare time to plan, organise and design the map, and also mommies 
Anna and Candy to help cross checking the information, the happy school map was born in June! We are 
also very pleased to have a link to another parent-initiated school matching website: School Matching HK. 
Without these parties, building the happy school map would be impossible! 

Happy is very subjective, so this Happy School Map is a collection of subjective views and first hand 
infomration mostly from parents about their children's schools. This is to serve as another source of 
information for parents.   
Happy School Map: http://www.myhappyschool.com/   

Seminar: 'Examinations and Assessments: 
Uses and Misuses in 21st Century Education'

Education around the world is conducted with the help of exams and assessments. Many of us wonder: 
Why in Finland, their way of education and assessing students have not led to drilling and pressure for 
children?  Why in the US, parents, schools and even administrators are rethinking the value and form of 
standardized tests for young students? How are public standardized assessments being used in HK and 
other parts of the world? What are their uses and misuses? We invited some important academics from 
the US and Finland visiting HK to join this seminar to give us fresh perspectives.  



About 200 participants came to the seminar, among them were top officials from the Hong Kong 
Examinations and Assessment Authority. The seminar was held in the midst of a spate of students 
suicides in HK and a call to stop the P.3 TSA.  Speakers from the US, Finland and Hong Kong all 
raised questions about standardised test. The seminar is believed to be a first such attempt by a 
parent organisation to call for a rethink about our assessment and examination system.   

The whole seminar of 2+ hours:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6kRcwn9Zstg 
18 minutes highlight : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgopnHD3Lg8 



In February, we received over HK$30,000 donation from the charity tour 慈善同學會founded by 
veteran media celebrity Mr. Luke Tsang. Cam and Doreen represented EDiversity to attend the 
2-day tour in Humen to introduce our work to the tour. We also invited Ms. Jojo Cheung to join 
the tour to help explain SEN education situation in HK to the participants. The tour not only gave 
us extra funding but also exposure to people who otherwise have little interest in HK education.  

In March, EDiversity organised with Caritas Lok Jun School a homeschool sharing, where 30 
pairs of parents and children joined. This is the first time unschoolers, and other homeschooling 
communities such as Crossroads had been invited to introduce their work.  

In April, Cam joined a Playwork course organised by Playright to learn about free play in 
preparation for the LBD course in the local school. In June, committee member Nick Wang 
joined a 4 days 3 nights pre-school education tour to Anji, Zejiang province organised by Dr. 
Doris Cheng of HKied. The trip was to understand how free play is incorporated into pre-school 
programme throughout Anji city.   

We would also like to extend our gratitude to other donors during the year, including Herbalist 
Ms. Pat Cheung; Mr. Marco Wong, who called for donation in his radio show on Commercial 
Radio, and Ms. Kaldora Lee, who fundraised for the translation of Parenting for a Peaceful 
World with a parent-child African drum session.   

Medium 2016 1st review (Chi):  https://goo.gl/33RHUU 
(on changing chairman and LBD) 

Medium 2016 2nd review (Chi):https://goo.gl/j3H9Tn 
(on Happy School Map and Ednovation Fest) 

Medium 2016 3rd review (Chi): https://goo.gl/iRtKYD 
 (on translation of Parenting for a Peaceful World) 

Medium 2016 4th review (Chi):  https://goo.gl/kShkne 
(on Uses and Misuses of Exam seminar, collaboration with Finnish education, visits to Anji)  

https://goo.gl/33RHUU


Directors: Mac Chan, Karen Chow, Arni Highfield, Dennis Wu 

Chief executive officer: Cam Cheung 
Secretary: Arni Highfield 
Treasurer: Tracy Au 

Founders: 
Karen Chow, Michell Huang, Cam Cheung  

EDiversity mentors: 
Professor Kai Ming Cheng       
Emeritus Professor,  Division of Policy, Administration and Social Sciences Education, 
Faculty of Education, HKU 

Ms. Ada Wong   
Convenor, Make a Difference (MaD); Supervisor, HKICC School of Creativity 

Professor Stephen Chiu 
Co-director, HK Institute of Asia Pacific Studies 

Dr. Simon Chau Siu-cheong   
Founding chairman, Green Living Education Foundation Ltd.  

EDiversity team & mentors


